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Automation
ControlSuite#2 and 3™ - Automatic control system with
f0 algorithm, temperature and time configurable parameters, I/O faceplates, Mimic diagrams, Hard wired interfaces, Printer, Repeatable automatic cycles, User control with
passwords, In built troubleshooting and diagnostic ability,
profibus, ethernet and hard wired interafces, Printer,
21CFR11 Datalogger and batch reports on
ControlSuite#3 .

About Us
Suncombe Ltd supply Cleaning and hygienic
processing technology for the BioPharma,
Medical, Food and other critical hygiene industries. From CIP to PartsWashers, we are
uniquely capable of offering you a complete
washing and processing solution.
Formed in 1961, we have a tremendous
amount of experience in-house and provide a
high level of technical and engineering expertise.
Suncombe SIPOne™ Range Details
The Suncombe SIPOne™ has been developed as a stand-alone module for Sterilising
In Place. Available in mobile and static configurations, the range has been developed
over 45 years for providing a robust, reliable
means of supplying repeatable, validateable,
controllable SIP sterilisation. Stainless enclosures, with safety interlocked doors, to locate
the equipment, can be supplied to contain
the equipment for SIP, to ensure Health and
Safety. Every unit is specifically designed for
its particular application and is developed by
Suncombe engineers together with the client
personnel to provide the optimum sterilisation
system and a simple validation trail. The
range is based on standard modules with individual units custom designed and built - inhouse – for your specific application. Basic
automation or 21CFR11 compliant reporting.
Key Features

316L Stainless steel wetted parts,
smooth, crevice-free construction

PTFE elastomers and tri-clamp connections

Enclosed head orbital welding to
EN287/15614

BioPharma instrumentation & Diaphragm valves

Certified surface finishes to 0.1 ra and
optionally electropolished

Typical Static SIPOne™

Vessel in Enclosure for SIP

Support
The Suncombe Technical Support and Customer Care
departments’ obligation is to provide total customer
support. This support starts at the proposal stage, continues throughout the contract and thereafter. A personal customer care agent will be assigned to you at
quotation stage and will support you throughout. The
department currently supports all of our clients over the
last 50 years. Support includes advise and surveys,
installation and commissioning, User training, call-out
repairs and service contracts for preventative maintenance.

